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2.1. Drought and Plant’s Response 

In the present era, climate change is a defining concern that has immensely 

transformed and transforming earth’s ecosystem. Despite of the fact that, climate change is 

constant and natural process, the pace of climate change has intensified manifolds due to 

increased anthropogenic activity. Land is being degraded at higher rates because of 

desertification and depletion of nutrients due to climate change. Approximately 500 million 

hectares was forsaken due to increased aridity as a result of drought [48]. 

Water deficit condition effects all forms of life especially plants, which are rooted in 

a specific area. With adverse affects on plant growth and yield produce, drought 

unequivocally effects agricultural productivity. Limited water supply and increasing food 

demands further intensify the aftermaths of drought. Hence, understanding the consequences 

of frequent droughts on plant’s physiology is very important yet; recreatability of water stress 

conditions is oftentimes cumbersome. Drought at field level develops very slowly while in 

pot develops rapidly. Further, at any point of time in field, plants have to face and respond to 

multitudinous stresses (heat, light, oxidative stress and drought) simultaneously. Because of 

these multiple factors, comprehending drought tolerance mechanisms has become very slow 

and this slow pace has hindered genetic, breeding approaches in development of tolerant 

lines and in enhancement of drought tolerance in plants [49]. By the year 2050, world 

population is expected to ascend 9.7 billion which would intensate pressure on agricultural 

productivity to meet global food demands. 

 Therefore it becomes imperative to enhance tolerance in crops and also to develop 

drought tolerant high yielding varieties to meet the food security of expanding population.  

Despite the adverse effects of drought on crops, plants increase their adaptiveness to 

environmental stress conditions by producing array of changes. Knowingness of drought 

tolerance mechanisms and genes controlling drought tolerant traits is prerequisite to develop 

crops with increased drought tolerance. In general, drought stress disorganizes plant water 

relationships resulting in decreased water use efficiency. In order to reduce the loss of  
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water by transpiration, stomata are closed which inevitably reduces the influx of carbon 

dioxide resulting in decreased photosynthetic activity. 

In addition, CO2 fixation gets lowered due to non-stomatal limitations such as 

mesophyll conductance, disturbed enzyme activities. Increased metabolites due to photo-

respiratory pathway result in the oxidative stress generating ROS leading to peroxidation of 

lipids. Accumulation of soluble sugars and osmolytes to maintain turgor and production of 

several antioxidant enzymes to scavenge ROS are generally seen at cellular levels. Up-

regulation of several drought related genes is observed at molecular level. In addition, 

drought tolerance mechanisms and drought adaptation strategies differ from species to 

species and from genotype to genotype within species. Response to drought also depends on 

frequency, intensity of drought and plant’s growth stage at which stress occurs. All these 

mechanisms function in complement with each other or function in tandem. Plants reveal 

diverse strategies making plant’s response to drought, a highly complex phenomenon. An 

initial and crucial step in understanding drought tolerance strategies deployed by plant is to 

assess the degree of drought tolerance within different genotypes by interpreting the 

consequence of drought on various physiological, morphological, molecular and biochemical 

traits in drought conditions. Identification and selection of drought tolerant genotypes is very 

essential step to develop genotypes that can resist and sustain prolonged drought. Further, 

drought tolerance can be enhanced only by bringing together different yet relevant adaptive 

traits into an elite genotype.  

 Applied to all plants, drought resistance is a general and broad term and is divided 

into three components namely; drought tolerance, drought avoidance and drought escape 

[50]. The ability of the plant to complete its entire life cycle when water availability is 

sufficient before onset of water deficit conditions is termed as drought escape. Because of 

this reason, plants do not experience drought stress and they tend to regulate their growth by 

two mechanisms namely developmental plasticity and phonological development [51]. 

Drought escape strategy undertakes high metabolism giving rise to rapid cell division and 

expansion. Stomata are widely opened facilitating higher gas exchange, photosynthesis 

reducing water use efficiency. These result in rapid development of palnt [52,53]. In contrast, 
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drought avoidance is an adaptive strategy wherein plants have the ability to retain higher 

water contents despite of decreased soil moisture content. This is achieved by minimizing 

water loss by lowering transpiration, leaf area, leaf size, leaf number and maximizing water 

uptake by increased hydraulic conductance and rooting [54]. Capability of plants to tolerate 

low water content by maintaining cell turgr through osmotic adjustment is termed as drought 

tolerance [55, 56].  

 At all stages of plant growth and development, water is crucial element. Water deficit 

conditions drastically alter osmotic potential, water potential and turgor potential. Among 

different water relations, leaf water status is a trustworthy parameter which directly indicates 

plants response to drought. Drought induced reduction of relative water content in leaves was 

reported in cotton [57], groundnut [58], switch grass genotypes [59], potato [60], cowpea 

genotypes [61], peanut [62], wheat genotypes [63], maize [64]. One of the major negative 

impacts of drought on plant is reduction in photosynthesis because of stomatal and non-

stomatal limitations [65]. Because of decreased photosynthetic rate, plant growth is 

drastically reduced. In order to reduce loss of water in water deficit conditions, plants close 

the stomata but inescapably reduce carbon influx. Profound consequences of drought on leaf 

gas exchange parameters were observed in grapevine [66], cowpea genotypes [67], winter 

wheat [68], bottle gourd [69], juglans [70] and mulberry [71].  

 Drought invariably leads to production of excess ROS leading to oxidative stress. 

Plants produce array of non-enzymatic and enzymatic antioxidant components to scavenge 

ROS thereby protect the cell from oxidative stress. Antioxidative potential was used to screen 

drought tolerance among genotypes in finger millet [72], Vigna mungo [73] and soybean 

cultivars [74]. Development of drought tolerant plants does not meet the global food needs. 

High yielding varieties and yield stability of crops both under non-stress and stress 

conditions is highly advantageous in this hour, to attain global food security. Hence 

screening of genotypes both for drought tolerance and relatively higher yield even under 

drought conditions is highly desirable.   
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2.2. Aquaporins 

 Water is not only an essential component of life but it is medium of life. As biological 

membranes possess limited water permeability, cells accelerate and facilitate the movement 

water in and out by means of specific channels called aquaporins. Aquaporins consitute 

Major Intrinsic Protein (MIP) family of integral membrane proteins. Major Intrinsic proteins 

are present ubiquitously in all living organisms. Aquaporins are considered as abundant 

transmembrane transporters which are known to transport not only water but also small 

substrate molecules such as glycerol, CO2, urea, NH3, boron, formamide, lactic acid, arsenite, 

silicon and lactic acid [75]. In other organisms like Escherichia coli (2), Saccharomyces 

cerevisea (9), Caenorhabditis elegans (11), mammals (13) [76], only small number of 

aquaporins were identified. Whereas in plants, large number of aquaporins with diverse 

localisation and diverse functions were identified viz., Arabidopsis (35) [77], rice (33) [78],     

Zea mays (36) [79], Populus trichocarpa (55) [80] and Glycine max (66) [81]; emphasising 

the role of AQPs in plants.  

Presence of six alpha transmembrane helices is one of the common characteristics of 

all MIPs. The six transmembrane helices are interconnected by five inter-helical loops (LA-

LE). Several works reported considerable diversity in substrate specificity for transport 

among plant aquaporins [82]. According to Hove and Bhave [27], NPA motif pair and ar/R 

filter residues determine specificity of pore to specific substrate/substrates. While in proton 

exclusion NPA plays a major role [83], transport selectivity is facilitated by ar/R constriction 

by providing pore constriction [84, 85]. In aqua-glyceroporins, ar/R filter residues are more 

hydrophobic and in aquaporins, they are more hydrophilic. Hydrophobic residues at ar/R 

constriction aid the transport of urea, glycerol and polyols [83]. To differentiate aquaporins 

and aqua-glyceroporins, five amino acid residues at P1-P5 Froger’s positions, play a major 

role [86]. For non-aqua substrate specificity, nine specificity determining positions (SDPs) 

have been proposed [27]. 
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The structure of aquaporin is in such a way that the second half of structure is 

fundamentally an inverted repeat of the first half, resulting in the carboxy terminus at 

cytoplasmic end [87]. The two interconnecting loops containing NPA motif each, overlap in 

the middle of lipid bilayer creating a narrow channel for the passage of water. The striking 

attribute of aquaporins is, they facilitate permeability of water but exclude proton flux. 

During water movement, hydrogen atoms are directed towards the exits, H2O molecules are 

oriented in opposite directions in two halves of channels [88]. As central oxygen in the water 

molecule remains bound with two asparagines from both NPAs, it becomes unavailable as 

proton acceptor. This results in exclusion of protons [89]. 

In the membrane, aquaporins assemble as homotetramers. Each monomer consist a 

functional water channel. Because of gating, activity of each pore is altered. Conformational 

changes are thought to be promoted because of phosphorylation in loop B and C-terminus 

and protonation in loop D. These conformational changes lead to the closing or opening of 

the pore [90]. Based on phylogenetic analysis of aquaporins across the organisms, aquaporins 

were divided into different groups namely, tonoplast intrinsic proteins (TIPs), plasma 

membrane intrinsic proteins (PIPs), small basic intrinsic proteins (SIPs), unclassified X 

intrinsic proteins (XIPs), nodulin-like intrinsic proteins (NIPs), hybrid intrinsic proteins 

(HIPs) and homologue of the Escherichia coli intrinsic protein GlpF (GIPs) [91]. While all 

plants contain TIPs, PIPs, NIPs and SIPs, XIPs were exclusively found only in dicots [92]. 

Aquaporin XIPs were reported to be absent in monocots [93]. Moss (Physcomitrella patens) 

and Fern (Selaginella moellendorffii) showed the presence of HIPs and GIPs [94]. In 

sustaining water homeostasis, aquaporins play an important role. Activity and abundance of 

aquaporins is highly regulated thereby they regulate influx and outflow of water into and out 

of cells respectively. Transmembrane water movement is altered due to drought conditions 

[95-97]. Drought induced changes in aquaporin expression effectively regulate movement of 

water across the cell membranes thereby helps the plant to tolerate stress. But how 

effectively aquaporins alleviate the stress depends on growth conditions of plant, organ, 

intensity and duration of drought and type of aquaporins induced [98, 99]. Drought induced 

aquaporin expression was observed in grapevine [100], Coffea arabica [101], Vitis vinifera 
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 [102], bean cultivars [103], poplar leaves [104] and mulberry [105]. 

 

2.3. Molecular Markers and QTL Mapping 

Among several abiotic stresses, drought is a prevalent abiotic stress effecting crop 

productivity because of changed precipitation patterns and insufficient rainfall [106]. 

Generally drought is synchronized with high temperatures which further enhance 

evapotranspiration, photosynthetic rates, aggravating the effects of drought and finally 

reducing yield. Being a quantitative trait, drought tolerance is controlled by several genes 

[107]. Although drought is one of major cause for the depletion of crop productivity, it is 

recalcitrant to breeding [108]. This is because of complex and multifaceted drought tolerance 

mechanisms. Formerly, breeding for drought tolerance was hampered because of quantitative 

inheritance of drought tolerance and minimal understanding of physiological basis of yield 

traits and phenotyping [109]. Genetic variation among the lines was detected by visual 

selection in conventional breeding. Classical breeding is often time taking process and is 

cumbersome. But with the advent of molecular markers, variations between different 

cultivars were being identified at molecular level depending on the changes of DNA and their 

effect on phenotype. In past few years, immense progress was observed in development of 

genetic tools, whole genome sequencing techniques, molecular markers, genomic 

regions/QTLs underlying drought tolerance traits, dense genetic maps. In comparison to 

biochemical and morphological markers, molecular makers carry numerous advantages as 

they are highly stable, unlimited in number, detectable at all growth stages and in all tissues. 

In additions, they are not affected by epistatic and pleiotropic effects [110]. Because of their 

immense advantages, they were widely used in finger printing, genetic diversity analysis, 

physical and genetic map constructions, identification of QTLs, gene pyramiding, marker 

assisted selection  [111- 114]. DNA polymorphism was detected using different molecular 

marker systems in Jatropha [115], Scutellaria baicalensis [116], Arachis hypogaea [117], 

Indian mugbean [118], chilli [119], chickpea [120], egg plants and water melon [121], 
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cluster bean [122], rice [123-125], and maize [126-128]. Based on the method by which 

variation in DNA is identified, molecular markers were divided into PCR independent (based 

on hybridization), PCR dependent and micro-array based markers [129]. 

RFLP (Restriction fragment length polymorphism) makers are well known 

hybridization molecular markers, whereas RAPD (Rapid Amplified Polymorphic DNA), 

AFLP (Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism), SSRs (Simple Sequence Repeats) STSs 

(Sequence Tagged Sites), CAPS (Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic Sequences) are PCR 

dependent molecular makers. SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism), DArT (Diversity 

Array Technology) were considered as micro array based molecular markers [130].  

Owing to their effective cost, less time, easy handling, PCR dependent makers are 

being widely used in identifying genomic regions controlling several important traits. 

Further, because of advances developed in genome mapping and functional genomics, 

molecular dissection of drought tolerance has become easier [131]. QTLs linked to drought 

tolerance were identified using linkage mapping [37, 38]. Because of limitations affiliated to 

type of mapping population, QTL mapping using linkage mapping approach does not give 

precise information. To overcome these shortcomings, another approach called Linkage 

Disequilibrium based association mapping is suggested [132, 133]. Using association 

mapping, markers associated with drought tolerance traits were reported in several crop 

species like barley [134, 135], wheat [136]. Be it association mapping or linkage mapping 

approach, many QTls for drought tolerance traits got discovered in several crops namely 

maize, rice, sorghum, soybean, barley, chickpea, pearl millet [137]. 

Many works reported the usage of molecular markers in genetic diversity studies of 

Capsicum annuum genotypes. Genetic diversity studies using AFLP markers were reported 

in pepper [138, 139]. Between Capsicum annuum landraces from Colorado, Mexico, 

Northern New Mexico, genetic diversity study was studied using RAPD markers [140-143]. 

Usage of microsatellite markers to study the diversity among chilli genotypes was reported 

Taranto et al., [147]. Even though, recent years witnessed enormous growth in marker 

technology, QTL mapping is comparatively sluggish in chilli [45]. 
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This can be associated with the low levels of polymorphism within chilli lines and due to 

genome size [41-43]. 

Although, QTL mapping is slow in chilli, many QTLs were identified in intra-specific 

and inter-specific crosses. QTLs related to fruit and fruit related characters were identified 

[43-47]. QTL associated with oleroresin content was identified in an intra-specific cross 

[148]. Apart from QTLs associated with fruit and yield related traits, QTLs associated for 

disease resistance were also identified in Capsicum annuum. QTLs for phytophthora fruit rot 

resistance [149, 150] QTLs for anthracnose resistance were identified [151, 152]. Yet, QTLs 

related to drought tolerance and drought tolerance traits were not reported in chilli. 

 Keeping in view, the significance of drought tolerance studies in commercial crop 

Capsicum annuum L., the following work was proposed with the following objectives: 

 Screening of chilli genotypes against drought 

 Genome-wide Identification and Expression Analysis of Aquaporin Gene Family in 

Capsicum annuum L. 

 Construction of intra- specific linkage map using mapping population and 

Identification of QTLs for traits related to drought tolerance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




